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Abstract:

    Collegicoin (CLG) is a decentralized and unique cryptocurrency coin that is used by investors,
students and teachers for the cost of goods and services necessary for education. Expenses include, but
not limited to, electronic books, web applications, online training courses, educational services, travel,
hotels and more. Collegicoin provides the ability to invest in residual income through masternodes and
Proof of Stake.

Introduction:

    Collegicoin was designed to help solve the main issues with education, accessibility and affordability.
A student-centered coin that will allow students to better control their educational expense with
available scholarships and online training tools. Many countries today still face a less than 50% literacy
rate.

Literacy:

    UNESCO experts say that sub-Saharan Africa has registered uneven progress towards EFA since 2000.
Even though the progress toward universal primary education in the region has been faster than during
the 1990s, some countries fell behind on goals, such as early childhood care and education. The
learning needs of young people and the quality of education have received insufficient attention. These
regions are still home to nearly 30 million children of primary school age out of school.



Platform:

    Collegicoin aims to secure partnerships with suppliers of goods and services for students by accepting
Collegicoin as a payment source. Using Collegicoin to buy these goods and services from our partners
will help reduce the cost of education.

    Future development of an online educational platform. This platform will enable students and
teachers to:

Immerse in the educational environment by watching and listening to lectures.
Perform tasks and consulting with teachers as well as other students.
Make it possible to acquire knowledge in various forms of audio, video, hyperlinked text, infographics,
software, games, tools and materials as well as acquire knowledge through augmented reality and
more.
Make purchases of educational courses and supplies using Collegicoin as the payment method.
Help others by supporting blockchain technology and the infrastructure that supports education by way
of providing scholarships to students in need.

    All of the classes, courses, materials and teaching aids on this platform sold at a discount rate
through cooperating partners using Collegicoin as the primary payment method.

Collegicoin Foundation:

    Students from any country in the world can ask for financial help for educational purposes. Every
three months, the Collegicoin Foundation will process and select two candidates to be awarded
scholarships. Financial aid is provided in the form of Collegicoin cryptocurrency equal to 500 CLG.
Scholarships given to a student are used in a way that will most benefit the student. With increased
support and a strong community we can increase the amount and number of scholarships in the future.

Investment:

    When you invest in Collegicoin, you invest in the future of students in need. Creating a masternode
and earning rewards or simply by staking coins in a wallet will afford you the opportunity to help build
a strong community of investors. The limited issuance of Collegicoin (CLG) and the appropriateness of
its use will create a natural demand for Collegicoin, which increases the value of the coin. Blockchain
technology offers a revolutionary way to manage finances.

Collegicoin Philosophy:

    Collegicoin has much more of a vision into the future without limits. With time, patience and
community support we can grow beyond the start of a great idea. The more we grow and succeed, the
more we can help others. Here are just a few ways we can continue growing in the future.

Send educational supplies to needy communities.
Building classrooms in developing areas for the purpose of education.
Supply notebooks, laptops and computers to students in need.



Coin Specifications:

    Coin Name: Collegicoin
    Coin Ticker: CLG
    Algorithm: Quark
    Consensus: POS
    Max Supply: 12,000,000 CLG
    Block Time: 60 Seconds
    Coins Per Block: 1.5 – 3.5 CLG
    Blocks Per Day: 1440
    Masternode Collateral: 20,000 CLG
    P2P Port: 21036
    RPC Port: 21037
    Pre-Mine: 2.5 Million (1.8 Million Burned)
    Remaining Pre-Mine in Circulation 700k

Q>?@A was designed by

Jean-Philippe Aumasson (Kudelski Security, Switzerland)
Luca Henzen (then ETHZ, Switzerland; now UBS, Switzerland)
Willi Meier (FHNW, Switzerland)
María Naya-Plasencia (then FHNW, Switzerland; now UVSQ, France)

Quark: a lightweight hash

    Q>?@A is a family of cryptographic "sponge" functions designed for resource-constrained hardware
environments, as RFID tags. Q>?@A minimizes area and power consumption, yet offers strong security
guarantees.

    Q>?@A was first presented at the CHES 2010 workshop.

    We propose three instances of Q>?@A: >-Q>?@A, D-Q>?@A, and E-Q>?@A were designed to provide at
least 64-, 80-, and 112-bit security against all attacks (collisions, second pre-images, length extension,
multi-collisions, etc.).

    The table below summarizes the simulated hardware performance of Q>?@A, when implemented in
0.18 µm ASIC (area is given in gate-equivalents, power is the peak power). Security m, n means a
security of m bits against collision and second pre-image attacks, and of n bits against pre-image
attacks.

Hash function Security (bits) Area (GE) Speed (kbps) Power (µW)

Compact architecture @100 kHz

>-Q>?@A 64, 128 1379 1.47 2.96

D-Q>?@A 80, 160 1702 2.27 3.95



E-Q>?@A 112, 224 2296 3.13 5.53

High-speed architecture @714 KHz

>-Q>?@A 64, 128 3032 84 37.01

D-Q>?@A 80, 160 3561 130 43.35

E-Q>?@A 112, 224 6220 357 75.27

 

Masternode Network:

    Collegicoin is a cryptocurrency based on the Quark algorithm. Nodes are servers running on a peer-
to-peer network that allow other peers to receive and verify updates about transactions on the
network. Masternodes use resources sending and receiving information while producing rewards for
anyone running a masternode. Running a masternode is a vital part of  a strong network which provides
faster synchronization and a quicker propagation of transactions. POS or Proof of Stake rewards coin
holders a percentage of these rewards by staking Collegicoin in an active wallet based on random
selection of wealth and age of each transaction. Below is a basic diagram of a Masternode Network.



Reward Schedule:

Blocks CLG Reward Masternode Stake Treasury

1001 – 44200 1.5 60% 35% 5%

44201 – 87400 1.7 62% 33% 5%

87401 – 130600 1.9 64% 31% 5%

130601 – 17380 2.1 66% 29% 5%

17381 – 217000 2.3 68% 27% 5%

217001 – 260200 2.5 70% 25% 5%

260201 – 303400 2.7 72% 23% 5%

303401 – 346600 2.9 74% 21% 5%

346601 – 389800 3.1 76% 19% 5%

389801 – 433000 3.3 78% 17% 5%

433001 – 476200 3.5 80% 15% 5%

476201 – 519400 3.3 78% 17% 5%

519401 – 562600 3.1 76% 19% 5%

562601 – 605800 2.9 74% 21% 5%

605801 – 649000 2.7 72% 23% 5%

649001 – 692200 2.5 70% 25% 5%

692201 – 735400 2.3 68% 27% 5%

735401 – 778600 2.1 66% 29% 5%

778601 – 821800 1.9 64% 31% 5%

821801 – 865000 1.7 62% 33% 5%

865001 – 1.5 60% 35% 5%
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Copyright 2019 Collegicoin

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and



associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including
without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to
the following conditions:

THE COLLEGICOIN SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE
FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR
OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER
DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.


